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FLIGHT-TEST DATA ON THE STATIC FORE-AND-AFT STABILITY
NO. 708
OF VARIOUS GERIdAN AIRPLANES
By Walter Hfibner
The static longitudinal stability of ad airplane with
locked elevator is usually determined by analysis; in spe-
cific cases, by model tests. The extent of agreement be-
tween analysis or model test and full-scale tests is not
sufficiently known, since actual flight tests have been
very meager. The present report purposes to supply the
results of such measurements.
We used the same method as before (reference 1), al-
though the accuracy in these tests was enhanced and the
interpretation more complete. This method consists in
recording the dynamic pressure versus elevator displace-
ment at different center-of-gravity positions in unaccel-
erated flight. In ‘order to establish definitely the oper-
ating attitude of the engine the records were made at full
and closed throttle. The interpretation is limited to the
flight range between ca N 0.2 and ca x l~O; that is, the
zone within which the lift coefficient is approximately
linearly dependent on the elevator deflection.
The measurements reveal the relationship of the lift
coefficient to the elevator deflection: ca = f (~H) at
different c.g~ positione, so that the pitching moment co-
efficient versu”d lift coefficient can be determined: cm =
f (Ca). The value ~cmH/~ca is a criterion of the static
stability and is shown in figures 1-7 for the different
airplanes versus the e.g. position.
As anticipated, the stab.i-.lttychanges linearly with
the c,’g. position, that is, in the same ratio in all air-
., planes when the e.g. is expressed iilpercent of the mesa
chord. The straight lines which re~reseilt the acm~/~ca
versus the e.g. position slope for all airplanes, at full
-—————-- ——— —
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*l13r.gebnisse von ijessungen der statfschen L~ngsstabilit&t
einiger I’lugzeuge. “ Z.3’.X., January 28, 1933, PP.
47’-52.
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throttle as well as by. closed throttle, at
,
By virtue of the singular relationship with the c,g.
position, the stability of an airplane can, by a certain
operating attitude of the engine, he numerically given for
any trim; that is, for any load attitude, provided the
e.g. position is known at w’hich the airplane is neutrally
stable :
Figure 8 shows this neutrally stable position of the
Ceg., of the examined airplanes for no-load engine
power a~~ for a number of ~lodels according to wind-tunnel
tests vePsus tHFE/tm F.* It is readily seen that the meas-
ured values lie ia a ~one bounded hy the two lines:
r. IH FH and r. IH FH
T; = 0.2,2 +-0.33 ~~~- 7; = 0“30 + 0“33 tml? “
For the first approximate.on of the neutrally stalle e.g.
position of an airplane, tlie lower limit, that is,
is very expedient.
The measured ~~H/aca ,are illustrated in figures 1-7
versus the c.go position. The static elevator effect
—.———-.. ——---—-—-_..— . ——..— . .. .. ___ ._—--- -_—
‘*3y wing area is meant the total area of the wing project-
ed in a horizontal plane, by horizontal position of the
propeller axis. The projection of the fuselage por}ion ly-
ing between leading and trailing edge of the center section
is included in the wing area.
**According to Lapresle (reference 2), the model tests give
for the neutral siability - e.g. position:
r. z~ ~H
— = o.225 + 0.37 q~.
t*
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was determined for each airplane at every operating atti-
tude of the engine. The obtained figures reveal that
..
“nH = dcmH”F tm
m ~ F~H
for the different control surfaces. The dcnH/d~H values’
for throttled flight together with various ~ind-tunnel
tests are shown in figtire 9 versus the aspect ratio of the
tail surfaces.
The tail surfaces show a marked difference from each
other in shape and position of the elevator axis. The ef-
fect of the different division in stabilizer and elevator
was minimized by converting dcnH/d~H by multiplication with
to a ratio of elevator to control surface area: ~R = o-5.
~
According to Toussaint (reference 3), we have
~
-1
dcn~
- [1.27fi @ - o.215q0.095 ~H.-——- =d~H ‘H+l .73
for a control group of full contour with continuous eleva-
tor. The flight tests with airplane of standard type re-
veal, according to the curves in figure 9, figures of from
30 to 40 percent lower than stipulated by this formula.
The sole exception is the Focke-7hzlf W!ntell, ‘which with
dcn~
- = 0.050 ajjproaches that of the calculated valued@H ,,
dcn~
~
= 0;055.
,.
dCnH
“The marked. discrepancy of —
dBH
of the other air-
plafies from the theoretical figure–is, in the first place,
attributable to the blanketing of the control surfaces by
the propeller at no-load, body effect, effect of cut-out
in elevator, effect of open gap between. elevator and sta-
bilizer, and effect of form, especially where balanced el-
evators are used. These effects do not exist on the !tEnte.~l
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But. by the usual, arrangement and form of the horizon-
tal control surfaces the loss on elevator effect must be
included because of the above cited causes. This is all-
owed for by assuming:
r -1
Owing to the Lack of wind-tunnel data on all but two
types, the comparison between wind-tunnel data and flight
records had to be confined to these two. (See tabl~ 11. )
TAdLE II. COMPARISON OF WIND-TUNNEL DATA TO FLIGHT RECORDS
.—. — ! ——
‘MeutralX”stable po-
1
L
dcnH
sition of e.g. : r.Type_
.L
a~
—.— —.. ——
Flightp tunnel
‘ligh-d=el —
Junkers A 35 I 42.2$ tm ! 44.04 t~ I
0.030 I 0.0299
I I
Xocke-wulf 1“ / I
,.
ll~ntell
A
[-~6&3$ tm ~ ,-~~.~$ tm ‘. ~
.——.—.-.-.-— L.—...~... .— ——
The agreement is better with the llEktellthan with the
Jurdcers; probably because the slipstream effect in the for-
mer is less owing to the locatton of the horizontal tail
surfaces and of the fuselage.
The approximate limits of the range of the e.g. posi-
tions due to load chages in practical service are shown
in fi~ures 1-7. These limits are very nearly the same as
those set up in the type tests as limits of unobjectionable
service qualities;* right-hand limit of the shown range
which gives t“he maximum permissible rearward position of
the c.gti is of particular si.gliificaace, for, it corresponds
to the cig. positiofi at which ad airplane with released
elevator aud at cruising speed (i.e~, about 60 to 80 per-
cent of the full horsepower) , is just sufficiently stable
about the lateral axis. It is seen from the figures that
the limit of’ stability with elevator released is, in all
airplanes. with the exception of the. “lInte,ltonly reached
by rear e.g. position, at which instability already pre-
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vails with locked elevator and the same running attitude
. of ,~~&”.engina: ...,
.. .
The range of stability with released elevator in con-
sequence extends up to greater e.g. positions than with
locked- elevatoT (reference 4).
Current practice demands that every airplane should
be stable with plevator released. For the stability with
elevator released determin~s tlie direction of the eleva-
tor forces, which is decisive from the point”of view of
flight attitude and of landing the airplane in flightb
The question of whether an airplane should also be stable
with’ elevator locked, however, still remains to be an-
swered.
The existence of stability with elevator released,
even if very slight, is re~dily and accurately determina-
ble by the pilot from the elevator forcos. TIIO decision
as to whether an airplane with locked elevator is stable
or not, especially by small absolute stability figures
and pronounced elevator effect, demands pilots particu-
larly trained for this work, unless instruments are used.
The conclusion lies close that the stability with locked
elevator is not only of less significance for the airplane
pilot than that with elevator released, but that it is al-
together unnecessary.
In measurements such as these the airplane is flown
under varying degrees of stability. The changes in be-
havior due to tile dagroe of stability are especially plain-
ly visiblo when a stated dyilamic pressure must bo held.
By instability with elevator lo-cliedit is”vory diffi-
cult to maintain even an approximately constant dynamic
pressure for any l~ngth of .t,~me;even in calm weather it
requires continuous up and down movements o< tile elevat,or.
By stability’with elevator locked it is only necessary to
hold the elevator at its exact setting;” the airplane then
maintains the dynamic pressure for this deflect.,ion hy it-
self.* Stability with elevator locked therefore facili-
tates in maintaining.a certain” flight attitude, but theso
*By high stability ‘with elevator locked tk.edynamic pres-
sure recordor can be exchanged for au elevator d.isplaco-
ment recordor, bocauso of t-he singular relationship botwoen
elevator displacement and dyilamic pressure, for a certain
engine load and 3. stated stabilizer setting.
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advantages become especially noticeable at landing, since
it requires only a steady pull on the elevator without up
and down movenent. Handling an airplane at landi”rig is
much more simple by stalility with elevator locked than
by instability, provided, of courso, the elevator effect
is sufficient.
For that reason, airplanes should be stable with el-
evator released as well as with elevator locked, except
those used primarily for acrobatic purposos.
SUMMARY
~cmH
1. Stability with elevator locked: ~z.- changes
linearly with the e.g. position in ~very airplano tostcd,
that is, .
2. The neutrally stable position of the e.g. for
throttled flight can be estimated conformable to
,.
ro= ~ 22 + ~ 33 ‘H ‘H ~~nd
tm “ . tm J?
dcnH
3.
~
(for the conventional tail surface designs
and arrangements) according to:
,-
dCnH 0.095 AH fF;
(
FR
—= 0.6 X -—— )]1.27#~ 1 - 0.215~ .d@H AH + 1.73
1
dcnH
4* The agreement for r. —— between windand d~~
tum.nel and flight test is satisfactory.
5. Every one of the examined airplanes of standard
design is still stable with elevator released at e.g. po-
sitions at which it is already unstable when the elevator
is locked.
6. From the point of vim of landing in flight, ev-
ery airplane, unless primarily intended for acrobatic pur-
poses, should be stable with released as well as with
locked elevator,
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data on static stability with elevator locked.
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stability with elevator locked.
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stability with elevator locked.
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FIGURE 8.- Neutrally stable position of the e.g., ac-
cording to flight and model tests versus tH FH/tm ~.
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I’IGURE 9a. - dcn/d~ versus aspect ratio of tail unit.
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